AAHN Grants for Historical Research
Submit your proposal today
The AAHN is currently accepting research grant proposals for its H-15 Grant, designed for faculty members and
independent researchers, its H-21 Grant, designed for proposals outlining a historical new research study, and its H-31 Grant,
designed to encourage and support graduate training and historical research at the Masters and Doctoral levels.
Grant materials must be submitted to grants@aahn.org by April 1. Proposals are blindly reviewed by the AAHN
Research Review Committee. Please visit www.aahn.org/research-grants for full details.

H-15 Grant
The H-15 Grant is awarded to faculty members or independent researchers for proposals outlining a historical research
study. The grant provides $3,000 in funding. For faculty members affiliated with an academic institution, indirect costs for
Facilities and Administration (F & A) of 8% are also available. Applicants must be AAHN members and hold the doctorate. It
is expected that the research and new materials produced by the grant recipient will help ensure the growth of scholarly
work focused on the history of nursing.

H-21 Grant
The H-21 Grant is awarded to senior scholars (faculty members or independent researchers) for proposals
outlining a new historical research study. The grant provides $3,000 in funding. For faculty members affiliated with
an academic institution, indirect costs for Facilities and Administration (F & A) of 8% are also available. Applicants
must be AAHN members, hold a research doctorate, and be the author of a published book in the field of history
that is based on original research. It is expected that the research and new materials produced by the grant
recipient will help ensure the growth of scholarly work focused on the history of nursing.

H-31 Grant
The H-31 Grant is designed to encourage and support graduate training and historical research at the Masters and
Doctoral levels. The grant awards $2,000. Proposals will focus on a significant question in the history of nursing. Students
applying for this grant must be enrolled in an accredited Masters or Doctoral program and a member of the AAHN. The
research advisor will be doctorally prepared with scholarly activity in the field of nursing and health care history, with
prior experience in guidance of research training.

Support for the AAHN grants program comes from generous donations from AAHN members and through the annual
live and silent auctions held at the Annual AAHN Nursing & Healthcare History Conference. Information about donating
and the annual conference may be found on the AAHN’s website, www.aahn.org.
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